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WE

Sevenseas global express logistics private limited is a B2B logistics initiative that 
took birth in  2001 and made the presence felt in industry within short span of time 
due to the path breaking work and strategic intelligence under capable 
management. Headquartered in Bangalore, we are an ISO 9001:2008 corporate 
with offices in all major ports in India and more than 500 dedicated experts to pan 
out the strategic partnership model and customized logistics solutions that are 
structured to fit in client's categorical requirements.  

Our services and solutions fall into the broad categories of  express cargo delivery 
services by air, ocean and surface backed by unmatched use of technology, multi 
model freight services , state of the art warehouse and distribution system and 
independently owned fleets of trucks. With having expertise of over a decade, our 
approach is designed to optimize inventory accuracy, cost reduction and on time 
delivery.
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The sevenseas global express logistics is a clear leader in its field and continues to expand 
both geographically and in terms of the volume and scope of value added services towards 
all verticals in the logistics industry. Sevenseas Global Express Logistic's services will 
provide totally customized Marine Logistics solutions for each and every client. 

When there are spare part requirements in a vessel in an emergency, it takes an expert to 
handle the need with expertise in logistics using air, ocean, surface or combined. Our array 
of services with regards to specialized handling provides ship owners and managing 
consultants a truly global door to deck delivery service exclusively for ship spares and 
marine parts. This dedicated supply chain management service strategically incorporates 
the system and expertise in freight forwarding, warehousing, supply chain management, 
and offshore support.  These include client order monitoring, distribution and warehouse 
services, strategic planning, freight forwarding and the onboard deliveries securing the end 
to end movement to the vessels ontime.



OUR
 ADVANTAGES

Strong Global Networks

Being partnered with many global network warehousing and distribution conglomerates which 
translates into flexible and varied solutions for your ship spare forwarding solutions when in 
hurry 

Our specially trained account managers understand the importance of each individual operation 
that carried out in the most cost effective way without compromising the quality and service

With right customs clearance in place, reliability and efficiency in throughout the stages of 
transport to airport/seaport of destination.

Cost effective and faster delivery directly to onboard vessels in any  ports in the world, with 
carefully chosen partners across the world 

With the right knowledge on hand, both about orders and vessel’s movements, our transport 
process is designed to reach the vessel by the most ideal solutions, without imperilling vessel’s 
sailing schedule
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Technology plays an important role in Sevenseas global express' commitment to 
continuous improvement. It enables us to improve our operations and deliver 
transparent and responsive services. It also helps us to achieve the fastest service 
delivery in the industry through automated administration efficiency. Our in house 
IT and remote support team powered by the cutting edge technology will give 
you a reliable edge over common industry operation standards.

Our technology capabilities

Freight tracking and event management                    
Transport management  
Warehouse management
Inventory management
Asset management 
Reporting and business intelligence

TECHNOLOGY
OUR



Time bound onboard deliveries on Foreign & Indian Flag Main & 
Supporting Vessels

Dedicated Door-Door /Door-Airport/Sea Port services for all Cross 
Country shipments

Dedicated Door-Door /Door-Airport/Sea Port services for all ex-bound & 
Inbound shipments

Experienced and dedicated staff for 24x7 services

SERVICES
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OUR
LOCATIONS

Bangalore (Corporate)
Cochin
Chennai
Tuticorin
Coimbatore
Tirupur
Karur
Hyderabad
Visakhapatnam
Mumbai
Mundra
Pune
Nagpur
New Delhi
Ludhiana
Panipat
Kolkata
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OUR
BUSINESS
PERSPECTIVE

Sevenseas global express logistics is quite uniquely handled all the projects with tailor 
made strategies. we have steadily gained global market share, while simultaneously 
diversifying our product portfolio to best suit the needs of our clients.We have always 
remained focused on the core tenets of our clients’ business that have laid the 
foundation for our success. 

We look forward to put our knowledge into practice with you and grow together!



Thank you


